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Abstract

Structural health monitoring of plate like structures, using transducer arrays located suitably on the structure, finds applications in monitoring aerospace structures. These plates are anisotropic, with wave propagation properties varying with direction. Thus any technique for imaging this plate structure needs to take this into account. In this paper, a phased addition reconstruction algorithm, based on SAFT, is described for imaging reflectors (edges, defects) present on the plate structure. The algorithm takes into account the anisotropy in the material and performs phased reconstruction using appropriate dispersion data depending on the direction of reconstruction. The algorithm can also accurately reconstruct defects present in the near field zone of the array, since it takes exact distances into account. The algorithm can also be used to image for any array configuration and also the domain can be subject to any discretization as required. The Single Transmitter Multiple Receiver (STMR) array was chosen for simulations and experimentations due to its advantages. Simulations were also performed for linear array configuration, to demonstrate the applicability of this algorithm for arbitrary array configurations.
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1. Introduction

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) can be described as the assessment of in-service performance of a structure, using various measurement techniques. It is an emerging field due to its vast potential for building-in reliability and safety into the structure as well as for reducing the maintenance costs. Typically, it involves monitoring the changes in a structure with attached/embedded sensors, and processing the acquired data to arrive at life cycle management decisions. The applications of SHM range from ship and aircraft industries to civil structures [1].

Plate like structures often find use in fabrication of wings and other sub-structures in aircrafts. These plates are predominantly multi-layered composites, which offer favorable properties. These structures are subjected to damages like impacts and delaminations during their service. Conventional NDE techniques prove expensive and time consuming and in many cases, the costs of these inspections are difficult to justify, given that many of the NDT inspections do not reveal any defects that may potentially cause catastrophic damage. Lamb wave based inspection methods have been shown to be well suited for monitoring such structures, since Lamb waves have the capability of traveling large distances without much attenuation, as they are guided by the boundaries of the plate. However, Lamb waves are multi-modal and these modes can be dispersive i.e. the wave velocity varies with frequency-thickness product [2]. Much of the research work carried out focuses on using only a single guided wave mode. Measures are taken to minimize the number of modes by working at lower frequencies and using angular excitation.

One of the methods for implementation of the guided wave inspection would be the use of Multiple Transmitters and Multiple Receivers (MTMR) Array that can monitor a pre-determined area in the plate-like structure. The data is collected and the damage state of the monitored area is 2-dimensionally imaged using tomography techniques. Iterative tomography techniques have been popular for image reconstruction [3] with the limited data. SHM using such methods have been shown on isotropic and in anisotropic plates.

Another method is based on outward monitoring using remotely placed transducer array. Such SHM methods have been reported for quick inspection of large isotropic plates-like structures [4], using a multi transmitters and multi receivers, (MTMR) array. Another configuration is the Single Transmitter Multiple Receiver compact array system (STMR) [5] as illustrated in Fig. 1. A single omni-directional PZT transducer element is employed to excite ultrasonic guided waves in the plate. The transmitter is surrounded by several receiver elements that receive the direct signals (as the wave propagates beneath the receivers) as well as reflected signals from defects and geometric discontinuities in the plate like structure. In these cases, the circular arrays take advantage of the fact that waves propagating are two-dimensional, and can yield information in all the directions. Thus phase shifting and addition of the collected data can be used for imaging the location of reflecting features. Thereby one can...
image the whole structure from a set of sensors fixed at a single location.

In this paper, a new phased addition reconstruction technique, based on SAFT is introduced. The STMR array is primarily used for simulations and experiments because of its unique advantages such as compact footprint, complete two-dimensional monitoring and good reconstruction characteristics. Simulations have been carried out and it is observed that near field defects are imaged better using this new algorithm compared to its predecessor[6]. Also the flexibility to image for different array configurations as well as different image domain discretisations has been demonstrated. Experiments for the STMR configuration have also been included to show the applicability of this algorithm.

2. Reconstruction Algorithm

The phased addition reconstruction algorithm images the position of reflectors (typically edges and defects) in the image domain. The reconstruction is performed point by point in the domain. In case of circular arrays, \( R-\theta \) discretization is preferred for efficient imaging while \( X-Y \) discretization is preferred for linear arrays. For each point taken, the defect is assumed to be located there, and the received signals are back-shifted to the transmitted point and added. If the defect/reflector is located at the point, then the phase addition will be constructive and the resultant signal will resemble the transmitted signal. In other words, there is constructive phase addition at that point which produces a strong signal while at any other point, where there is no reflector, the addition is random (less constructive), which will diminish the phase added amplitude for the point. As a result the signal to noise ratio is significantly improved. The location of the reflectors is then obtained by plotting the phase added intensity obtained at each point in a 2 dimensional plot.

The first part of the procedure involves acquisition of the time domain data in the form of a \( T \) matrix, where each column contains the discrete time domain signals received by each receiver. These signals are subject to a one dimensional Fast Fourier Transform, along the time dimension, to represent the given data in the frequency spectra. The image domain is discretized and a reflector is assumed at every point, and the actual distances traveled by the wave from the transmitter to the reflector and the reflector to the receiver are calculated. In case of the STMR array, as shown in Fig. 1, the wave travels a distance \( TD \) from transmitter to the imaging point \( D \) and a distance \( DR_i \) back to the receiver. The wave propagation properties vary for direction of \( TD \) and the direction of \( DR_i \). Thus the appropriate dispersion properties are taken for the respective distances while calculating time of flight. Also the appropriate mode should be chosen for reconstruction.

Let \( D \) be the position of the imaging point given by the co-ordinates \((n_1, n_2)\). Let \( S_j \) denote the spectra of the signal received by receiver \( j \). Then the spectra of the phase added signal can be found out using the following formulae.
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\[ A(f) = \sum_{j} S_j(f) \times \exp(i2\pi ft_{pj}) \]

where
\[ t_{pj} = \frac{TD}{v_{fj1}} + \frac{DR}{v_{fj2}} \]

Here TD is the distance between the transmitter and imaging point and DR denote distance between imaging point and the receiver. In this case velocity is a function of frequency as well as direction. Hence corresponding to a frequency f, \( v_{fj1} \) denotes the velocity in the direction of TD and \( v_{fj2} \) denotes the velocity in the direction of DR. Back-shifting in time, in the frequency domain (using the appropriate velocity for the particular frequency) counters the dispersion that has occurred as the wave travels. Then A is subjected to an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform to give the back shifted and phase added signal B. The image matrix O can be constructed from B using the formulae

\[ O(n_1, n_2) = B(t) \]

This is plotted in a logarithmic scale (dB Scale) to obtain the reconstructed image. Time of occurrence of peak in the transmitted signal is denoted as t.

In the case of multiple transmitters, the matrix O is constructed for each transmitter and then final image matrix O is taken as the sum of the individual matrices.

It is noted that the previous phased addition reconstruction algorithms for reconstruction were developed for STMR array specification, and the formulation of the algorithm limits its usage to circular systems with polar discretization. However this formulation has the flexibility in these aspects. Also in the previous formulation, distance between the receiver and the defect was approximated as the perpendicular projection of the actual distance on the line joining Transmitter and the defect, which leads to faulty reconstructions in the “near field”, which extends to a radial distance of 3D-4D (D is the diameter of the receiver array). Here, it is taken into consideration that the transmitted and reflected waves are in different directions. Hence different velocities are taken for time of flight calculations. This difference in direction is not high in “far field” whereas there is a large change of angles in the “near field”.

3. Simulations

Simulations were performed in a quasi-isotropic plate. The dispersion properties were obtained from DISPERSE for this material and used for both the forward model as well as imaging. Let P denote the spectra of the pulse that is used to excite the Transmitter. Then the spectra of the received signal at \( j^{th} \) receiver \( Q_j \) as a function of frequency f is given by

\[ Q_j(f) = P(f) \times \exp(-i2\pi ft_j) \]

\[ t_j = \frac{TD}{v_{f1}} + \frac{DR}{v_{f2}} \]

The velocity is a function of frequency as well as direction. \( v_{f1} \) and \( v_{f2} \) denote the velocity at the frequency f in the corresponding directions. For
simulations $S_0$ mode was chosen and the appropriate dispersion data was used for determining velocities. The signal received by the receiver is the Inverse Fourier transform of the spectra $Q_j$. The $T$ matrix is composed in the same way as described before and is subjected to processing.

In the first simulation, the array chosen was the STMR circular array, comprising of a transmitter in the centre of a circular ring of 36 equally spaced receivers at radius 60 mm. Two point defects, one at 0.2 m in 0° direction, and other at 0.3m in 110° direction are chosen. The received signals are simulated as explained above and subject to processing. Fig. 2a shows the reconstructed image. It is noted that both the defects are imaged properly. For comparison, the same is imaged using the “far field” algorithm, as shown in Fig. 2b. The advantages of this algorithm are clearly apparent.

In the second simulation, a linear array of transducers is used, which act as transmitter as well as receiver. The transmitters are excited one after another and data is collected at all the receivers. The schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 3. The reconstructed image, using a Cartesian domain discretization, is also shown in the same figure. This proves the applicability of the algorithm in a general imaging setup.

4. Experiments

Experiments were performed on 3.15mm thick graphite-epoxy composite (+45,-45,0,90,0,-45,+45)$_s$. The 3.15 mm thick plate was made using 21 layers of 0.15mm thick graphite fiber. For this case, the dispersion curves at 0 and 90 degrees are shown in Fig. 4. A Matec Instruments PR5000 Pulser Receiver was used for exciting the transmitter and receiving the signals. A 20 MHz. Analog-Digital Converter (National Instruments USB 5102) was used for digital signal acquisition. The signals were sampled at 5 MHz and filtered after acquisition using a band pass filter so that high frequency noise and undesirable low frequency components were eliminated. A customized LABVIEW program with additional filters and time averaging was used for saving the signals. The frequency of excitation was chosen to be 200 KHz, in order to minimize the presence of other modes. The $S_0$ mode was used for reconstruction since this was the fastest mode and hence could be time gated. However the direct received $A_0$ mode could not be efficiently time gated because it superimposes with the reflected $S_0$ signals.

The schematic of the experiment is as shown in the Fig. 5. The array used was a STMR array with a radius of 8 cm and having 24 receivers. It was noticed that the waves traveling in the direction of 90° were comparatively more attenuated because less fibers were aligned along that direction. In imaging for these experiments, the phase added amplitude was multiplied with a weight of $r$, where $r$ is the radial distance of the imaging point from the centre of the array. This aided in countering radial attenuation. Thus it was possible to capture edges far away from the array without introducing artifacts in the region near the array. The image with this compensation is shown in Fig. 5. The signal received from the array did not contain the signature of the second
5. Conclusions

In this paper, a new phased addition reconstruction algorithm, based on the conventional SAFT technique has been introduced. This algorithm overcomes the limitation of previous algorithms. It can image defects accurately in the near field as well as far field region of the plate. This algorithm is also flexible and can be used for any array configuration as well as any customized domain discretisations. These advantages were demonstrated using simulations and experiments. A radial weighing method was introduced for imaging in experiments, in order to improve imaging of reflectors positioned far from the array. It is also expected that a similar weighing technique can be developed to counter the angular attenuation in the material.
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(STMR) array system.

Fig. 2: Reconstruction of simulated defects at 0.2 m in 0° direction and 0.3 m in 110° direction using a) Proposed algorithm b) Far field phased addition algorithm.

Fig. 3: Linear array: Schematic and Reconstruction
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Fig. 4: Dispersion curve for composite plate along a) 0° b) 90°
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Fig. 5: Schematic and Reconstruction for experiment on a graphite epoxy composite plate.